
Encounter iconic wildlife on an &Beyond 
African safari, and enjoy an array of private 
and specialist experiences.

Adventures of
      a lifetime

DISCOVER THE SABI SAND GAME RESERVE



2
NATURE WALKS
Experience a range of natural 
wonders in the company of your 
experienced professional guide 
on a nature walk. Learn how 
to track, seeing how close you 
can come to smaller game like 
impala or zebra without them 
being aware of your presence. 
Each bush walk is accompanied 
by an expertly trained and 
qualified guide, who follows 
strict protocols to ensure your 
safety and comfort. 

1
BIG FIVE GAME DRIVE
Enjoy twice-daily game 
drives that set off early in the 
morning or late in the afternoon 
(continuing after nightfall) in the 
company of expert safari guides 
and local trackers who will do 
their best to ensure that all your 
wishes are met. In addition to 
the Big Five (lion, leopard, rhino, 
elephant and buffalo), each 
safari features an iconic set of 
wildlife and an opportunity to 
encounter the famous Sabi  
Sand leopard. 

3
LOCAL COMMUNITY VISIT
Join a representative from 
the Africa Foundation for an 
afternoon, and gain first-hand 
knowledge of the various 
foundation projects, aimed at 
improving education, healthcare 
and access to water, as well 
as the development of local 
businesses in the area. You will 
have the opportunity to visit 
projects in the Huntingdon and 
Justicia communities, such as 
the Happy Homes Preschool or 
nearby Madilika Craft Centre. 

4
WELLNESS TREATMENTS
After a safari-filled day indulge in 
the pleasures of a Healing Earth 
wellness treatment either in your 
room, or in our massage sala. 
&Beyond has partnered with 
Healing Earth, a leading natural, 
eco-friendly and holistic spa and 
skincare company, to produce 
a truly authentic African spa 
experience for the mind, body 
and soul. 

5
FAMILY SAFARI
&Beyond Kirkman’s Kamp offers 
a host of entertaining activities 
for children aged 3–12 years, 
bringing alive the magic of 
Africa. Whilst on a family safari, 
you can rest assured that your 
children will always be safe and 
well cared for (both on and off 
game drives). Every minute is 
supervised by our guides and 
lodge staff, who provide hours 
of entertainment and invaluable 
information to the children in 
their care.  
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In between your twice-daily game drives, why not take 
a nature walk with your guide, or indulge in a luxurious 
wellness treatment.

Experiences and
        highlights



2
WEDDINGS
From a classic safari wedding 
in the open bush to a sunset 
ceremony overlooking a 
spectacular view or a walk down 
the aisle in the dry bed of an 
African river, our meticulous 
wedding planners can put 
together a wedding filled with 
breathtaking moments and 
joyful surprises that will pamper 
and delight any couple. 

1
PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI
Our expert photographic 
guides will use their extensive 
experience in wildlife, birding 
and landscape photography 
to help you get the shot of a 
lifetime by providing advice 
on shutter speed, lenses, 
filters, angles, lighting and 
so much more. Combining 
their understanding of 
animal behaviour with their 
photography skills, they will  
help you plan every step of  
your safari.  

3
PRIVATE GAME DRIVES 
A private safari allows you to 
explore the concession at your 
own pace while focusing on 
your special interests. With 
your own dedicated ranger 
and tracker team, in your own 
private 4×4 safari vehicle, 
&Beyond’s exclusive safaris let 
you create your very own  
tailor-made wildlife adventure. 

4
BIRDING SAFARIS
Birding Safaris are just one of 
&Beyond’s many matchless 
private safaris that can be 
personalised for any small 
group. Accompanied by one 
of &Beyond’s specialist birding 
guides, set out in search of over 
300 bird species that inhabit 
the Sabi Sand, notable ones 
including the bateleur, black-
bellied bustard and comb duck. 

5
SPECIALIST  
WALKING SAFARI
Dependant on the availability of a 
specialist guide, your ranger and 
tracker will tailor your walking 
experience to suit your personal 
requirements and preferences. 
Whether it be to follow a specific 
animal, unravelling the details of 
its daily life, or to spend the whole 
day exploring, a Specialist Walking 
Safari offers the opportunity to 
experience Africa at its wildest and  
most personal. 
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When booking a private vehicle and specialist guide, our safaris 
can be tailor-made to suit a wide range of interests.

Specialist safaris   
     and trips

All specialist safaris are subject to availability of a specialist guide and tracker  
and need to be booked prior to travel. All activities are weather dependent.



Timing is everything

 Game viewing

 Night drives

 Boma dinners*

 Big Five sightings

 Birding

 Sundowners

 Bush dining*

 Family safari*
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 Private game drives*

 Birding safaris*

 Nature walks*

 Specialist walking safaris*

 Local community visit

 Weddings

 Healing Earth wellness treatments

 Safari shopping

* Rain dependant

Year-round  
   activities

THE VAST PLAINS 

In terms of game viewing - dreams came true 
and we got stunning sightings of all the Big Five 
and mostly importantly the elusive leopard.  

”&BEYOND GUEST


